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SUIS NEWSLETTER
Shanghai United International School Hongqiao – Gubei Campus

DATES TO NOTE

2nd Feb- 17th Feb  

Lunar New Year Holiday

18th Feb 

Return to School

19th Feb

G1D/G Field Trip;

G5A/B/F Field Trip

20th Feb

G1E/C Field Trip; 

G5C/D/E Field Trip

21st Feb

G1A/B/F/H Field Trip

25th -27th Feb

Science Fair;

PR/G1/G5 Student Led Conferences; 

G2/G3/G4 3 Way Conference

HQ-Gubei offer an opportunity to enter a continuum of education from Primary through to the end of Secondary to 

prepare our children for placements in the very best universities in the world. 

Dear Parents,

It is almost Chinese New Year and we are

excited to be celebrating Year of the Pig and

saying farewell to Year of the Dog. Our Chinese

New Year celebration was fantastic—an

amazing array of activities and entertainment

for our students and teachers to enjoy. We

would like to thank all of our teachers and

students who helped to make the day a huge

success! Grade teams have put together their

overviews so you can all see what students

have been inquiring into in the last unit. It has

been a busy and exciting first semester and we

are looking forward to more in the second

semester!

We wish you all a Happy New Year!

Greetings From the Principals

Clara Li and Karen Mathieson
Vice principals, Co-Heads of Primary
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In the Lion Building lobby, our continually changing white

house was turned into a Chinese New Year house with
pink piglets on the door, a breathtaking 3D landscape
and two vivid dragons on the wall. Our little house quickly
became a popular place for taking photos! The creation
of the red blessing wall outside was even more enjoyable.
Some children made some lovely graffiti, while some
wrote calligraphy with rich artistic expression.

On Friday 25th January, SUIS HongQiao campus EMW stream held a massive Chinese New
Year Celebration celebrating the Year of the Pig. The entire campus was vibrant and jubilant.

In each classroom, the children reused materials creatively for the Chinese New Year
classroom decoration.

In the Dragon Building hall, the folk artists showed
our children their traditional crafts and gave them
the chance to become familiar with the splendid,
rich culture. Our talented teachers took our
children to experience different kinds of Spring
Festival related handmade crafts and our
supportive parents brought different kinds of
traditional small gifts. Our children had a great
shopping experience of Chinese New Year supplies.

Chinese New Year Celebration
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In the Muse theater, the folk artists' performances were

splendid: The Monkey King and Zhu BaJie showed their

talents, and the Sichuan opera face changing was a

fantastic climax. Our teachers and children were fabulous

too: powerful Dragon and Lion Dances, an exciting Drum

Performance, Beijing Opera Rap, Tang poetry singing,

amazing dances,beautiful melodies and warm applause;

everyone enjoyed and celebrated the upcoming Spring

Festival.
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There was another bustle in the gym. Children tried
pitch pots, ring throwing, pig-volleyball and
shuttlecock kicking. In these various traditional
Chinese games, some children held their breath and
threw hard, some tried their best to win, and some
cheered and shared the joy of victory.

The activity of the Wealth God pushed the whole
Chinese New Year Celebration to a climax. With the
help of a pair of "golden boys and jade girls", the God
of Wealth carried a full set of red envelopes to each
class to give the New Year hongbao, giving the festival
blessings to each child. In addition, at the end of the
day, our teachers also gathered together in the staff
room and took their hongbao from the heavy Cash
Tree to share the joy of the festival.

This Chinese New Year Celebration was a huge successful event with teachers' full

input, parents' full support and children's enthusiastic participation. It was also grand

to experience the Spring Festival culture and share happiness! We wish you all the

luck in the Year of the Pig.
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Grade One’s third Unit of Inquiry was based

around the Central Idea People’s homes have

changed through time for various reasons. We

explored this through defining the words change,

home, culture and tradition, and then sharing our

own experiences, with specific focus on how we

related our family-life to these terms. One such

activity included a grade-wide sharing of

student’s traditions where each student had a

chance to present a poster outlining a tradition of

theirs to students from other classes. This was a

fantastic way for all of the Grade One students to

share with, and learn from each other.

Making bread!! PR students were learning the story of

The Little Red Hen and one of the questions asked was

‘Why are The Red Hen’s friends so reluctant to help her

bake bread?” Well now, some students might have an

answer – It was so tough to make bread in the past.

Every part of the bread making process was not easy.

PR students experienced the grinding of wheat and

corn in the beginning of the unit and they experienced

the process of baking bread. They all had fun mixing

the ingredients together and kneading the dough.

Now the story is making sense to them as they

experienced some parts of what the story characters

went through. They were also given a small roll of

bread to bring home to share with their family. We

hope you all enjoyed the bread; perhaps you all can

try baking bread at home so that the students can get

to see the whole process better.
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For the Sound unit, Grade 2 were lucky to have
various guest speakers come in and discuss
different sound elements. Ms. Melissa from 3D
introduced a ‘Gong Bath’ and the benefits of
Gong sounds. Ms. Forrina (2C Cindy’s mom) and
her crew hosted an exciting sound workshop
featuring Mr. Nick Demeris from Carnegie Hall,
New York. The students explored a variety of
sounds and created a musical piece together
using only their voices. Students also enjoyed
listening to multiple instruments played by some of
our teachers and students.

The students also went to the “Colour Panda
Theater” recently to see a performance of the
fairytale, Swan Lake. This production was unique
because it combined 3D video and live actors.
There were 3 screens, and the main one was like
a movie theater screen. This performance fits
into our unit on sound because it demonstrated
creative expression and emotions. There were
many special effects which involved music,
sound effects and 3D video that made the story
come alive for the students. Different emotions
were a part of the story, from the various
characters, including scared, angry, sad, worried,
surprised and happy. The sound effects included
bells, water falling, birds chirping and a cage
door. The students had an enjoyable time and
the experience generated interesting class
discussions and questions afterwards.
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Grade 3 has been learning
all about transport with our
central idea being
Transportation systems assist
society development. Our
field trip gave us an insight
into the exciting journey that
we can take on the maglev.
It was so exciting to see the
speedometer go higher and
higher. What a fantastic
experience!

There was exciting learning happening
about transportation in the classroom
too. We learned about the history of
transport which led to some really
interesting P4C discussion too.

We have had such fun learning this
unit, with hands on activities and
integration across all subjects.

Well done grade three on all of your hard 

work this unit. Keep up the great work and 

let’s continue working hard for unit four. 
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Grade Four has been having a lively, colourful time of
learning in our unit: How we express ourselves. We have
been looking at how many cultures express their beliefs
and traditions. Students have been researching
festivals from throughout the world. We learned more
about the popular festivals like Christmas and Chinese
New Year, but also learned about festivals previously
unfamiliar to us, like the Tomato Festival, Regatta and
May Day. Together we have looked at the major
religions of the world.

Some of our grade 4 teachers also shared with students
their own cultures, traditions and beliefs in the
auditorium. The students really enjoyed their
presentations and were eager to ask more questions
related to the presentations, like "What are the
teachers' religious beliefs?" "What do people do at the
Bun Festival in Hong Kong?" "What is a popular sport in
Ireland?"

The timing for this unit was perfect as we
celebrated Chinese New Year as a school. The
students received different cultural presents
from teachers and the school such as:
Christmas stockings, Chinese red envelopes,
coin chocolates and stickers. Grade 4
students decorated their classrooms with
symbols and pictures of the world's biggest
holidays like Christmas, Hanukah, Chinese New
Year with teachers to experience the central
idea of our unit Different cultures, beliefs and
traditions are expressed through a variety of
festivals and arts.

As a special event for this unit, we visited the Expo
Museum and enjoyed seeing how the Expo has
been expressed throughout the years, and the
contributions from each country. It was a great
fieldtrip for this unit on cultures and the students
were very engaged.

For the assessment project, students worked in
groups to create festivals. It was a great review for
remembering all the elements that go into a
festival: culture, colour, symbols, music, activities
and foods. The students really enjoyed being
creative and making up their own festival. Some of

the ones they created were: Animal Caring Day,
Old Fashioned Games Day, World Peace Day, Ice
and Fire Day, Kingdom Day and Tech Day.
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Chipping in for children - Taking action to support 

children’s rights 

Grade 5’s current unit of inquiry is about Children’s rights

and the organizations that can help achieve their rights.

On 11th December, Mr Aaron, the head of a charitable

organization called Healing Home gave an inspiring talk

about his work with children who have been abandoned

due to some form of disability. The children he looks after

mostly have what is known as, ‘cleft palate’ a deformity of

the lips and mouth. He works tirelessly to try to find homes

for these children once they have had an operation to

correct their deformity.

On the 10th of December, Ms Zeng, a guest speaker from

the Giving Tree charity came into school to talk to the

grade 5 students about her organization; the history of

Giving Tree, how the organization is run, the migrant family

situation and how much help they have been given. This

helped the children tremendously with their knowledge of

how organizations help children.

After hearing and learning about the various charities, the

children are now taking action by raising money or

awareness about their chosen organization or the problem.

Mandy and Jasmine from class 5c had a sale of old books

within their apartment compound and raised 877rmb for

their chosen charity!

Some students from 5B decided to take action to support

children's rights by looking at problems in school. They

identified problems such as safe behaviour in school and

on the field and collaborated to find ways to solve these

problems.

Grade 5 also organised hugely successful Charity

Days at school on 18th and 24th of January during

lunch break. Students from each class sold a

variety of items and services. Besides selling

gently- used books and toys, students sold hand-

made articles, hand sanitizers, decorated phone

cases and books. Everything was created by the

students! Students also played instruments, set up

a nail salon, offered massage services and

taught magic tricks as ways of fund-raising for the

organisations.

Well done to the Grade 5 students for their

leadership and action!



A Win-Win 
Debate

On January 11th, the CAL5 class

successfully organized a special

debate. The debate was based on

the theme Is it more difficult being

a child or an adult? The CAL5

class formed the team arguing for

the motion, wi th two parent

representatives and two teacher

representatives arguing against

the motion.

During the debate, the students

were conf ident and worked

cooperatively to make their points,

s h o w i n g e x c e l l e n t C h i n e s e

proficiency and reasoning ability;

the adults were patient, and

responded ser iously to each

question and rebuttal of the

students. The 40-minute debating

was exciting and memorable.

The debate allowed the students'

to practice logical thinking and

language skills, but also deepened

their understanding of related

concepts such as “rights” and

“responsibility” in the children's
rights unit. More importantly, the

p a r t i c i p a t i o n o f p a r e n t

representatives and teacher

representatives greatly enriched

the learning communi ty and

promoted communication among

students, parents and teachers.

Eventually, after a vote at the

venue, the student team won with

a score of 15:11. However, this was

a competition without winners or

losers, because all the votes the

a d u l t s r e c e i ve d w e r e f r o m

students, and all the adults also

voted for the children. What the

debate achieved most was far

more precious - for both sides to

practice active listening and gain

understanding.
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Blossoming Tonight
2018-2019 ASAP Winter Concert 

SUIS Hongqiao Campus

On the evening of Monday, 21st January, we were

excited to host a grand performance featuring

our ASAP winter concert in Muses theater, in

which both parents and students came to witness

the harvest and growth of the students over the

past semester.

Differing from previous years, we played a video

(prior to the formal performance) which allowed

parents an inside eye on children studying or

rehearsing. When the parents saw their child’s

change and progress, they all felt happy and

delighted.

The performance lasted one hour with content

including hip-hop, Latin dance, ballet,

taekwondo and all 13 programs. In addition to

the live show, we used video to show the chess,

table tennis, and drone(beginners). For STEM and

drone (advanced) project, we also invited

students to do a demo on the stage. The multi-

channel presentation gave us a wonderful

experience about the show.

At the end of the performance, Ms. Clara, our co-

vice principal of the international stream, made a

speech on the stage, highly affirming the

blooming of "three minutes on the stage" and the

efforts of "ten years of hard work off the stage" for

our students, which drew a satisfactory full stop for

the performance.
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The Choir this year celebrated their beautiful voices and talents in singing with around
100 students. They were awesome in their attendance of practices and rehearsals as
well in their performance!

This year the Student Choir joined forces from grade two to grade five. The Student Choir
performed at two assemblies and did the school very proud with their presentations.

Many a teacher told me to express that they had a tear in their eye as the students sang
with joy and proudness. They performed in two voice groups, alto and soprano and they
showed perfection when singing. The assembly of songs was ‘Music is fun’, ‘For a song’
and ‘Swinging into Christmas.

Our SUIS Chamber Choir started this year. Seventeen of our best voices who could
rehearse during ECA time performed in an excellent way and sang songs such as
‘Because you loved me’, ‘All you need is love', 'That's the way it is’ and ‘Santa Clause’. It
is a great honor and joy to share choral music with the students.

Many thanks to our precious students.



Brilliant Learners at the SUIS GB campus
showed off their athletic prowess this week
during the House Dodgeball Competition
pitting the Blue Sharks, Green Dragons, Red
Phoenixes, and Yellow Tigers against each
other.

After a rigorous two-week exam session,
students were able to blow off some steam
as they used their precision, accuracy, and
speed to knock players from opposing
houses off the court.

A balanced approach to learning and
living is at the core of what makes our
learners so brilliant. Community events like
our House Competition not only brings our
campus closer together, but serves as an
opportunity to grow and develop the
intangible; teamwork, resilience,
confidence, and sportsmanship just to
name a few.

As our campus prepares for the upcoming
Chinese New Year break, it is important to
remember that dedication to one’s studies
should be paired with a healthy dose of
time off to recharge, refocus, and relax.

Scan the 

QR code to 

follow the 

official SUIS 

GB Wechat

account.

Working Hard and Playing Hard at SUIS GB
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